Critique Assignment Study Selections: (updated Oct 29)
- 'approved' indicates your selection is a source study on empirical research that meets requirements for topic, journal publishing, citations, and date's published.
- In the case that a study citation changes after your selection don't worry we've noted the initial count when selected.
- If something is listed incorrectly or is not up to date inform one of the TAs

Adrienne:


Alessandra:


Alex:


Ali:


Amanda:
Angela:


Anne:


Arthur:


Ashley:


Billy:

Bradley:

Christy:

Dama:

Eldon:
aproved) EW Large, C Palmer “Perceiving temporal regularity in music.”

Elisha:
aproved) Jacobs, B THE IMPACT OF A BRIEF MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION PROGRAM ON PERCEIVED QUALITY OF LIFE

Hailee:


Haslin:

(approved) Synaptic Pruning by Microglia is Necessary for Normal Brain Development by Paolicelli, R. et al.

Hayden:


Hudhaifah:


Jack:


Jaleesa:


Jennifer:


Josie:


Kalvin:


Kat:
(discussion article / req: empirical research study) Michael C. Murphy PhD (2006) Taming the Anxious Mind, Journal of College Student Psychotherapy, 21:2, 5-13

(approved) Dr.V.R.Shinde & N. S.Dongare , AN EFFECT OF ANAPANA MEDITATION ON THE PERSONALITY OF COLLEGE STUDENTS : Golden Research Thoughts (Feb ; 2012)

Ken:
(approved) GO Obiamalu, DU Mbagwu Motivations For Code-Switching Among Igboenglish Bilinguals: A Linguistic And Sociopsychological Survey

Kiran:


Leah:


Meryem:


Michelle:


Morgan:

(cant see full article but looks like theory/non-empirical) Orthography and authority: A study of cognitive-affective interaction. Psychological Reports
Nadya:


Nisha:


Nour:


Olga:


Oscar:


Pankhil:

Paris:
(approved) Sadeh, Avi, et al. “The Effects of Sleep Restriction and Extension on School-Age Children: What a Difference an Hour Makes.” Child Development,


Peter:


Ronnie:


Ruby:


Shalini:
(Approved) Susan Pocket et al. “Spatial Resolution and Neural Correlates of Sensory Experience.” Brain Topography, Sept 2007

Simon:


Sophy:


Susie:

(approved) AG Huth, S Nishimoto, “A Continuous Semantic Space Describes the Representation of Thousands of Object and Action Categories across the Human Brain, In Neuron”

Tasha:


Tim:


Wynonna:

Ying Ying:


Youssef:


Zoey:
(approved) Psychological entrapment in group decision making: An assigned decision rule and a groupthink phenomenon. J